Why AI matters in Office 365 migration

Value extraction enabling productivity, decision-making, improvement

Enrich content with Deep Learning, Machine Learning, Cognitive Services

Gives context to the content

AI automates the task with faster delivery, reduce error rates, and lowers cost

Enable content findability

More data usage leads to smarter AI model thereby improving quality and added value

AI can show the unseen: Discern patterns, similarities, contexts, derive connections, detect sentiment, identify anomalies, and infer meaning

AI creates possibilities at speed

Improves information architecture analyse source system content and provide insights for improved IA

Improves content findability categories content and apply metadata

Protects sensitive information by appropriate marking and permissions

Removes non-compliant or no-longer-needed content prior to migration

Removes duplicate data before migration to reduce the data volume

Migrate content to Office 365 with Proventeq’s AI powered Migration Accelerator
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